Dear!

How are you? There is no Kafir*. What do you need? Did you nurse the baby already? Give these photographs to Aunt Valya; we have more at home. Who called you up today?

I love you,

/s/ Aleck.

* A beverage?

COMMISSION EXHIBIT 40

Handwritten note addressed to "Oswald, Marina, Ward 51." The name "Pruskova" (Marina's maiden name) is crossed out.

COMMISSION EXHIBIT 41
Dear Marinochka!

We congratulate you on the birth of your daughter and wish you good health and speediest recovery. We are very happy for you that everything went well and you did not have to suffer long. Marinochka, we are sending you a small package. Write to us, what we should bring you. If it is not difficult for you, write a couple of words; we shall be waiting. How do you feel? How is your daughter?

2/18/62.

With regards,
/s/ Aunt Lyuba
and Uncle Vasya
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